Group Member Fill in the Blanks

DIRECTIONS:
Fill out the following exercises using group member’s names wherever possible. If you feel like you are stuck on a few of them you can use yourself or a staff member but try not to leave any blank.

RULE – This activity is supposed to be a way to give and get constructive feedback from your peers, therefore do not use this activity to make fun of, criticize or insult another person in the group. Be as open and creative as possible. Be willing to take risks (without hurting anyone)

If ___________ was an animal, he/she would be a _______________ because ________________

If everyone else in this room were literally reaching their hand out for help, the first hand I would grab is __________________’s because ___________________________.

If this group was a ______________ team, then ________________ would be the ______________ because ____________________________________________________________________________

If this group were a family, then ________________________ would be my ________________ because ____________________________________________________________________________

______________ is the most ________________ person here because ________________

I have to hand it to __________________, because he/she really knows how to ___________________________ with the best of them.

One thing I look forward to coming to group for is to see/hear __________________talk about/do:

_________________________________________
If I had to __________________________________________________ the first person I would look for is ________________________________________________

If I found out that __________________________________ did __________________________________ then I would probably_______________________________________________________________

If I could give one thing to __________________ I would give him/her _________________________________________________________________

If one person in this group were to become famous, it would probably be __________________ for doing/being _________________________________________________________________

One word of advice I have for __________________ is to _________________________________________________________________

If I could give out one award in this group it would be to ___________________________________________ for being _________________________________________________________________

I learned from __________________________ in this group, a little more about _________________________________________________________________

One of the things __________________________ brings to this place is _________________________________________________________________

The person in the group that is most like me is _________________________________________________________________

because _________________________________________________________________

I really need to work on ______________________________________ or else _________________________________________________________________